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'She's a black widow, manipulative and a
liar': The Bachelor girls reduce Courtney
Robertson to tears on reunion show as she
pleads for forgiveness 
By IONA KIRBY and ELEANOR GOWER

Last updated at 8:38 AM on 6th March 2012

She was tonight described by host Chris Harrison as 'one of the most controversial contestants in
Bachelor history.'

But Courtney Robertson's efforts to do some damage control to her tarnished image wasn't exactly
successful tonight as she was left in tears by Bachelor contestants on the 'Women Tell All' reunion
show. 

The California based model who will next week compete for Bachelor Ben Flajnik's heart against
fellow finalist Lindzi, was visibly nervous as she arrived at the studio to be interviewed by host
Harrison. 

Tearful: Courtney Robertson broke down as she came face to face with the eliminated contestants on The
Bachelor: Women Tell All show tonight

'I wish they could have got to know me better and I just want to say sorry,' she told the assembled
group. 'I'm sorry for the things I've said and if I hurt my feelings. I'm not a mean spirited person. 

'lt brought out the worst in me and I can’t apologise enough. I really can’t.'

Many of the women including Emily O'Brien and Blakeley Shea came down hard on Courtney, with
waitress Blakeley demanding to know what she had done for Courtney to call her a 'stripper.'
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Defence: Courtney tried to defend her 'manipulative' behaviour on the show 

Not buying it: Kacie, Nicki and Emily questioned Courtney on her hurtful behaviour during this season of the
show 

And when an embarrassed Courtney gazed into the distance, Blakely continued: ‘Courtney, I’m trying
to be nice to you and you’re not even looking at me. You said I was a stripper on national television
and it hurt my feelings.

‘This is what I wanted. I wanted you to say, “Blakeley, I really take that back."'

Reduced to tears, Courtney replied: 'I'm sorry. I take it all back. I thought I did the best I could.'

Emily O'Brien also took a turn to question Courtney over her behaviour, referring to Courtney's
refusal to accept an apology from her on one episode.

Apologies: Courtney begged the girls for forgiveness for her behaviour, but they seemed unimpressed with her
pleas
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Accusatory: Blakeley wanted to know why Courtney called her a 'stripper' during the show 

Not a fan: Emily was clearly  disbelieving of Courtney's efforts to beg for forgiveness

'Looking back, I wish I could have done things differently in accepting your apology,' Courtney
acknowledged, admitting she had been  too 'defensive.'

However, Emily didn't accept Courtney's claim that she found it 'difficult' to live in the house with the
girls and that she had merely been 'trying to keep my head above water.'

'Did we all react by making these jabs and being negative and rude to everyone?' she told the 28-
year-old model. 'No, we made friendships to support one another and get through it and Courtney
did exactly the opposite.'

Nervous: Courtney admitted feeling some trepidation at facing the girls as she was interviewed by Chris
Harrison
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Pensive: Many of the girls said they believed Courtney's apologetic stance was just to repair her tarnished
image

When asked if the girls' comments were fair, a tearful Courtney replied: 'I think they were totally fair. I
have many regrets. Just living in a house with girls. I felt they didn't like me. I came into this not
wanting to have confrontation at all.'

Courtney also mentioned the backlash she and her family have been receiving in the media.

'It’s been really hard, to say the least,' she said. 'Not in a million years did I expect for it to turn out
like this.

'This is the hardest thing I've had to go through. Nobody gives you a manual on how to be on The
Bachelor. I'm going through real emotions. I don't like being torn apart in the tabloids. It was awful. I
didn't think it through. If I could have done, I would have handled it differently'

Facing the music: Courtney had to face the group of unhappy eliminated Bachelor contestants

Good reception: The Bachelor girls are seen responding with glee at Kacie's description of Courtney as a 'black
widow'

Before Courtney arrived in the studio, the other eliminated contestants had been asked by Harrison
what she thought of Courtney, with Kacie Boguskie labelling her 'the black widow'. 
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'She was a split personality,' she said. 'She acts one way around us and one way around him and I
didn't know who to believe. In the end, I hope she's the way she is around him for his sake.'

Blakely added: 'I'm real and she's not. if I said something to hurt someone's feelings. I never said one
nasty word about her. I just chose to focus on Ben.'

Unpopular: Some of Courtney's more controversial moments during the season were replayed to the girls,
including Nicki

'The problem I have watching the show is she says 'I've tried with the girls, but she hasn't,' said Nicki
Sterling, while Monica Spannbauer labelled Courtney 'a liar, manipulative, hurtful and mean.'

Emily said: 'I think with Rachel, Kacie and Ben, she was irresistible to be honest. On the group date,
she was so nice to me. I thought  "I was so wrong about this girl," which is why I apologised and then
she threw it back in my face. 

'Does Courtney know love? Does she have a heart? I don’t think so. I think it could’ve been Joe
Shmoe sitting in that seat and Courtney would’ve done her damnedest to make sure that she got the
final rose.'

Retrospective: Emily said she realised she did not quite focus properly on her relationship with Ben on the
show 

Show of support: Kacie B and Nicki were both left shocked when Ben eliminated them from the show 
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Only Casey Shteamer had a good word to say about Courtney: 'She has been an incredible sweet,
sincere friend to me,' she said. 'I think she felt uncomfortable.'

Earlier, Emily had taken the hot seat to talk to Harrison about Courtney, who she believes ended up
affecting her relationship with Ben when she told him what she thought about Courtney's 'real'
character.

'I really liked Ben coming into this,' she said. 'I felt things were progressing with us. Once I talked
about Courtney, there was a negative piece in our relationship which I couldn't undo. He closed off
from that point.'

She also criticised Ben for going skinny dipping with Courtney in the Puerto Rico episode.

Talking it out: Kacie said she realised there were 'core differences' between she and Ben's values

Recovering: Kacie is still getting over the surprise of being eliminated after she and Ben's hometown date

'You need to have an element of respect for everyone else that was there,' she said. 'You're clouding
your own mind. You're not thinking of a relationship anymore.

'At the same time, I wouldn't want to end up with somebody who would fall from something that
Courtney was putting forward.'

However, Harrison reminded her that she may have to face the very real possibility that Ben will
choose Courtney on next week's show. 

'Whatever happens, Ben has to live with his choice,' replied Emily. 'If he does choose her. he's made
his bed so he can lie in it' 
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Not quite the bride: Nicki was asked how it felt being eliminated in Switzerland, therefore not making Ben's final
two

Penultimate week: Viewers will get the chance to see if Ben picks their favourite, Lindzi as his bride on next
week's show 

Harrison also asked Nicki Kaapke about her shock at being eliminated last week by Ben in
Switzerland.

'I think you can see it in my face that I didn't know what was coming,' she admitted.  'Maybe it was too
comfortable, too easy - maybe it's because I didn't have an edge. 

'It hurt a lot when I came home. I was sad a lot of the time. It has been a few months and I'm myself
again.'

Addressing the crowd: Ben answered questions from his eliminated contestants during a sit down chat with
Harrison

Popular contestant Kacie told Harrison she has now realised why she and Ben didn't ultimately end
up together.

'Watching the show. I think it was a lot of our core values and our families,' she said. 'The south is a
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little different and he couldn't see himself at Christmas in my house.'

Then it was Ben's turn to come out and face his eliminated contestants for a question and answer
session.

'Coming back is not easy. They're all incredible women,' he told Harrison, before responding to
unanswered questions from the girls about why he eliminated them.

Snow go: A preview clip from next week's final episode shows Ben sledging with finalist Courtney

A kiss after skiing: Ben and finalist Lindzi are seen getting close on the slopes in next week's episode

He even received a proposition from Jamie Otis who told him: 'I don’t know what they think of you but I
think you’re a fabulous guy and, who knows, I feel like a lot of times it doesn’t work out. 

'If you’re not happy with who you chose, I still think you’re fabulous and I want to get to know you.'

Courtney will compete alongside Lindzi Cox for the final rose and the chance to be Ben’s future wife
in the show’s season finale, which airs on ABC on March 12.

Choice of a lifetime: A preview of next week's finale shows Ben with a ring, but will he pick Courtney or Lindzi? 
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America

Heading for extinction:
Steven Spielberg
dinosaur drama Terra
Nova axed after first
season
Hailed as a mix of Avatar
and Jurassic Park

'She's a black widow,
manipulative and a liar':
The Bachelor girls
reduce Courtney
Robertson to tears on
reunion show as she
pleads for forgiveness

Dancing her way to
model-turned-actress
status: Eva Herzigova on
the set of her new film
Cha Cha
Smiled on set

Who says French
women are skinny?
Another magazine
features plus-size model
on the cover as trend for
curves catches on

That's what you call a
supermodel! Natalia
Vodianova fits in
'incredibly challenging'
marathon between
catwalk shows

Bondage writer whose
books have taken
America by storm is a
British mother-of-two
Fifty Shades of Grey is a
hit among housewives

New Girl, new season:
Zooey Deschanel looks
ready for spring in a
cute white dress as
And someone got a little
too close on the red
carpet

Christmas come early!
Tara Reid and Mena
Suvari shine in holiday
hues while promoting
American Pie: Reunion
in Oz

Stunning in silver!
Dakota Fanning steals
the show in striking
metallic dress as she
joins slew of stars at
Cosmopolitan awards

Not the most natural
pose! Pamela Anderson
shows off her legs as
she perches
precariously on a ledge
for photos

What's more scary...
Tim Burton and Helena
Bonham Carter or his
macabre exhibition of
dancing corpses and
boggle-eyed freaks?
On show in France
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Her first guitar: A four-
year-old Adele strums
on the strings of her toy
instrument as she
opens up her photo
album

As a study reveals
women prefer their men
clean shaven, lifelong
beard-hater KATHRYN
KNIGHT asks which
stars are... Sexier by a
whisker?

Fighting the signs of
ageing? Melanie Griffith
spotted outside beauty
salon offering chemical
peels
Seen in Santa Monica

All Time High: British
boyband The Wanted get
ready to release their
first US album after
American chart success

I bet you think this
song is about you:
Madonna’s dig at Guy in
lyrics of new track
Left little doubt as to her
feelings on ex-husband

'It gives you a grittier
determination':
Downton's Rob James-
Collier on how his
working class
background drove him
to succeed

Nicole Kidman reveals
her love of French
bread... but shows little
evidence of it at Tod's
party in Paris
Actress admits she just
can't resist the treat

Headlines Most Read

Hot mama! Jessica Simpson goes nude to show
off her baby bump as she confirms she's
expecting a girl
'Can't blame a guy for trying!' Olly Murs asks Cheryl
Cole out... via Twitter
'I'm so excited!' Sienna Miller opens up about
her pregnancy as she shows off her curves in a
chic new shoot
'I have different priorities now': Snooki FINALLY
confirms she is pregnant with her first child
I work out! Former Hollyoaks star Ricky Whittle
shows off his washboard stomach while Jamie
Lomas remains covered up
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A well-earned break: Miley Cyrus looks super slim
as she takes a day off from exercising to enjoy
lunch with her pooch
If an outfit's worth wearing... Lauren Goodger
parties in same jumpsuit she wore for breakfast
TV interview
Jessie J sports a very scary-looking Scouse brow
as The Voice official trailer is released
'My beautiful mom and I': Heidi Klum shows
where she gets her model looks from as she
poses up with German mother Erna
Cover yourself up, man! Mark Wright flashes his
pants AGAIN as he plays football with friends
She's a chip off the old Bjork! Icelandic singer
shows off her mini me daughter Isadora
No one's looking at that tattoo on your leg! Katie
Price shows off new body art as she promotes her
swimwear range
We're surprised she can walk in them! Miranda
Kerr continues her love affair with leather in very
tight fitting trousers
EXCLUSIVE: The Wanted get Punk'd as they fall
victim to one of Ashton Kutcher's pranks on video
set
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ADVERTORIAL FEATURES
Gok for TU

Gok’s new Spring
collection for Sainsbury’s
is here! It’s time to get
Gok’d

Snickers
WIN a trip for you and
three friends to a
European Football game
of your choice

L'Oreal Insider
Your backstage pass to
EXCLUSIVE rewards,
personalised vouchers,
and expert advice.

Coast and Country
Win a fabulous Coast &
Country Hotels Uk
Summer break worth
£2000

Thomas Cook
For your chance to win a
luxury holiday click here
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